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‘Change is the end result of all true learning’
Scholars Indian School- a school notable for taking initiatives in thought provoking and
chancy challenges, and inducing aspiring students to be enterprising and spirited in all that
they pursue. Its been 20 long years since the inception of the school and the commendable
service rendered by students and its workforce, that certainly deserve great adulation.
With great fortitude and far sighted vision, the stakeholders have tenaciously marched
towards the attainment of the proposed target and goals. The school chairman Mr. Habib
Mundol with a pedantic view, unceasingly and sedulously envisages a school that operates
along the procurement of the growing demands of today and of course becoming
conspicuous in all its ventures. His far sighted vision has enabled him to visualise the
yearning needs of his children and that is what provokes him to work consistently for a
self sufficient school. Owing to his judicious and prompt initiatives, the school has
attained its wealth in leaps and bounds. The school has been staunchly gearing towards
honing students to be regimented in their conduct and interpersonal skills, moreover
upholding the decorum and ethos of the school. Students are catered with an unfettered
atmosphere and platform to grab competitive openings and yield sterling results.
Undoubtedly, a school is where students encounter agonies and experience qualms about
their own involvement in both academic and co- curricular events. But at Scholars we are
equipped with diligent mentors and facilitators collaborating in close liaison with the
management and parents to tap the right and inherent aptitude of our children and succour
them during their trials and tribulations.

Scholars believe in becoming novel and trendsetters in all its undertakings and strictly
refrain from being complacent with all its triumphs and
fame.
The finest paradigm, through which the school has become
perceptible, is the inclusion of fruit, vegetable and water
break- a drive to habituate our children to consume plentiful
water, so as to remain hydrated and healthy, which was
widely lauded by parents and uttered by all.

Basking in one’s glory is a sign of not further exploring the avenues and shutting the doors
of prospective opportunities. Scholars
take into account every minute by
fostering and stimulating its students to
aim for skyrocketing dreams and face
global stiff challenges. With the synergy
and relentless back up of our workforce,

the school has been blessed with loads of accolades in events held both on campus and
outside. The brimming rock stars of Scholars have always been contenders in myriad
competitions, moreover operating with immense zeal and perseverance. In the pursuit of
accomplishing the targeted goals and objectives amidst untoward adversities and
hindrance, the magnificent feat of Scholars and the volume of participation to date is
highly praiseworthy.

The school candidly adheres to the tenet formulated by the foster nation, the UAE and
disseminate its initiatives with great passion. The idea
of tolerance has also been one of the prominent
teachings this academic year, by actualising and
interpolating its values through purposeful means.
Scholars strove to imbibe the spirit of tolerance in all
its dealings and probed into the magnitude of its
relevance in our lives and indeed glorify the UAE for being an epitome of peace and
benevolence. The idea of tolerance was made precisely concrete when Scholars held its
Iftar Party on premises, in the presence of 250 members. The party bound people,
eliminating disparities and prejudiced thoughts, moreover cutting across all discrepancies
for a secure existence. Recently Scholars released a documentary on the Ghaf Tree, which
is one of the symbolic plant species of the UAE. The documentary sought to spread
awareness on the origin of the tree and how it has been playing an instrumental role in all
aspects. The idea of tolerance is greatly attached to the tree and through the project;
Scholars promulgated the values of tolerance on a nationwide basis by uploading it on the
website.
In terms of academic our school has remarkably achieved excellence with phenomenal
scores and sterling proficiencies in major disciplines. Of course the laborious efforts put in
by the teachers is to be specifically extolled, who have themselves gone through
workshops and interactive sessions on efficacious teaching for a promising future. In nonacademic areas, Scholars have emerged victorious in ample events both individually and
in teams. Students have unveiled their inherent calibre by zeroing wholeheartedly in sports

related events, preferably outside campus. Sports champions successfully outdid their
competing teams and have bagged prizes, bringing immense laurels to the school.
All in all the school is still marching ahead to explore new forums and horizons for a
splendid tomorrow. Every received opportunity is
harnessed and is at disposal of our students to set an
imprint of their credentials and prove their undying
spirit. Kudos to those students who have passed out
with exceptional results in all arenas and yes Scholars
Indian School deserves to be their aptest alma mater
for grooming and moulding them to thrive in their
respective spheres. A great salute to the backbone of
the school- our chairman Mr. Habib Mundol for his unstinted service towards the
functioning of the school and for being a torch bearer to the school in all aspects.
Major highlights of the year.
Campus activities:
 The induction program for the new teachers was effectively carried out to aid and
accustom them to the school dogma and
adhere to its formulated policies. Over
the years, the induction program has
proved to be highly favourable and
handy in educating the newbie’s about
the school and its expectations.
 The Parents Teachers Council session was held from Grade 1 and above by the
team leaders of our school. The session placed
thrust on briefing parents about how to be
discreet and wary when it comes to character
formation and of course academic. The session

was an eye opener as it acclimatized parents to the standardized ordinance of the
school and how as parents they ought to aid their growing wards in being biddable
and compliant with the school rules and regulations. All in all the session was a
platform for parents to come forth with their qualms through discourses and of
course personal interplay with the teachers.

 Investiture ceremony for the prefects of the new academic year was jubilantly
undertaken with the oath of shouldering the entrusted task punctiliously on a
regular basis. Every year Scholars
hold elections to appoint members
to the Scholars Parliament and give
a fair chance to all aspiring
contenders to experience and
discharge their duties when voted to
power. Such elections expose
students to the real world of
campaigns and polling booths, and
the rigorous, gingerly process involved in opting the desired representative. The
atmosphere created on the day of election on campus was so virtual that students
generated their interests enthusiastically and exercised volition prudently
 Official visits were paid to
Scholars to oversee the general
functioning of the school and
the development in school
infrastructure. A team of
experts from the ministry of
Environment
visited the

campus to appraise the school on its timely involvement in maintaining a green
surrounding and prudent measures adopted to save and conserve resources.

 Learning walk- a venture that was
undertaken last year was also carried out
effectively. Teachers created an ergonomic
classroom by setting their lessons and
activities in a productive manner and
making the class highly conducive to
learning. Observers from the parents’
council interacted with teachers and shared their ideas on the teaching learning
sessions.

 Students of grade IX and X were also counselled, backing them to evade stress and
apprehensions and to learn to premeditate in order to achieve desired results.
Mentoring and counselling sessions have been an integral part of Scholars move
towards academic excellence.

 Clubs at Scholars play an optimum role in providing children with a foothold to
emerge with enterprising and astute ideas
and dispense an array of activities during
the course of the year. Scholars take
immense pride in declaring that it
operates 21clubs, with industrious
volunteers and tireless teachers to initiate

programs
on
campus
in
a
varied
form.
Each club is unique in its modus operandi and tasks shouldered, moreover intents
on garnering support from all children and associating them with its purpose.

 At Scholars we ensure that during the course of learning, students remain primed
about crucial international days and that certainly stimulates us to commemorate
days with great zest. Celebrations organised on the International Earth day was
highly discernible and praised to the skies by all observers. Children clad in green
attire proved their concern for the current perils that threaten the existence of our
environment
and
indeed
conveyed their message through
brief meaningful cultural
shows. Thematic
banners,
charts and placards mounted all
around, made the school a
staunch crusader of Going
Green. Other imperative days
like the ‘United Nations Day,
World Heart Day, World Ozone Day, International Day of Peace, International
Yoga Day, Teachers Day, 150 years of Mahatma Gandhi, for being steadfast in
India’s freedom struggle, Republic Day, National Girl child Day were put forth
through multifarious ways.

 Spell bee- At Scholars we aim at honing the learners in all aspects so that they gain
mastery over their speech both in terms of pronunciation and spelling. This in the
long run will exhibit a standard form
of diction, prosody and syntax in the
English language and enhance their
style of articulation. Spell bee contests

is one such forum for assisting our children in proper usage of English language
and improve on their communicative skills with an enriched vocabulary. Kudos to
the victors of the Spell Bee contest that was recently held in UAQ New Indian
School in the World Win 2019 inter school Spell Bee competition, with accolades
bestowed to participants of both junior and senior categories respectively.
 Youth festival is another striking event of Scholars, with students joyously
partaking in competitive on stage and off stage events.

Teachers stimulate students to grab the golden opening and optimise it to the
fullest. Youth festival is that forum, wherein students prune their inhibitions and
anxieties and perform with great poise. Youth festival is certainly a foothold for
students to tap their skills and purge their qualms and inhibition. Kudos to all the
winners and A graders for their considerable performance during both off and on
stage events.
 The UAE Flag Day was deliriously carried out by Scholars by unfurling the UAE
flag and passionately singing the UAE anthem. The school was festooned with

exotic art works denoting the four
colours of the UAE flag and a corner
for students to express their stance on
how happy they were to be a part of
the nation. Our children also partook
in the UAE national day program at
the MOE and were well hailed by all.
The Martyrs day was also
commemorated on campus to pay homage to the deceased soldiers and recount
their selfless contribution towards the nation and its security.

 Scholars annual sports meet was fervently carried out at the RAK stadium, with
great pomp and joy. A series of events marked the day, which commenced with the
effervescent procession led by our
children showcasing varied aspects.
A number of new events became the
highlight of the day and captivated
the attention of all. Karate, aerobics,
football and dance made the sports
day special. Scholars staff and
parents also got actively involved in
events and displayed their calibre
and high spirit through their concerted attempts. The tiny tots of KG were also a
part of the propitious occasion, seen in exotic UAE flag coloured outfits and with
the symbols of the nation held upright. The idea of tolerance was portrayed and
highly evident in all that the students came up with.

Scholars Initiatives:
 2019 was a highly opportune year for the Scholars as it was the year of exhibition
titled- Scholars Incubator 2019,
held on 3rd May at its campus.
Loads of viewers thronged to the
school to witness the sterling
exhibits exposed by our artistic
and skilled students. All
departments joyously partook in
exhibiting their calibre, which
was certainly possible owing to
the cohabitation and interplay of
our students. The ideas of tolerance was also evident through the miscellaneous
collections displayed, keeping ourselves on a par with the UAE’s mission of
promulgating tolerance worldwide.

 Scholars took the initiation of coming up with a bi-monthly newsletter, which
gives a vivid idea of all the activities held both
within and outside the campus. The content of
the newsletter ranges from academic to the
arena of culture and the splendid results that
our children have procured. The onus of
bringing forth the details of the events every
two month is highly appreciable, as it primes
us, in particular our parents about the preceding
events and activities.

 This year Scholars morning assembly has been devised on themes that induce our
performers to organize
activities by complying with
the assigned theme. Students
make the assembly unique
through flash mob, skit or
song and conveying a
message towards the end.
Thematic assemblies are
highly fruitful in instilling
knowledge within children
about social issues, human rights, world problems and other life related aspects.
 Scholars added a great feather to its cap on account of the Awareness Campaign on
Light Pollution and Energy Conservation at Manar Mall and RAK Mall
respectively. Campaigners
zealously partook in the
event by circulating a flyer
and alerting the public on the
perilous impact of using
superfluous light not only on
humans but also the
kingdom of flora and fauna.
The
awareness
drive
intrigued the public who looked pleased over the newly attained information.
Through the outreach campaign, we strove to serve the community and express
concern over their safety and welfare.

 Anti-bullying week was effectively carried out on
campus with a short film made on the same and uploaded
on the MOE website. Students actively got involved in
the making of the film, to expose the far reaching
negative impact of bullying which is rampant on campus.
A survey was also completed in relation to the same. A
short video on combating bullying was played by class
teachers in every class, conveying a strong message of retaliating against the
inhumane act.
Scholars Visits
 Learning at Scholars focuses on sound cognizance of what is imparted and which is
actualized through study tours and field trips to desired locations with prior
permission taken from the ministry. Paying a visit to the museum retraces history
and the customary
culture of a region,
thereby
enabling
children to cherish
memories and of
course treat what they
view with awe. Visits
to RAK Museum,
Museum of Illusion,
Sharjah Planetarium,
animal welfare centre,
Sharjah Book Fair, study trip to the Guardian Glass Industry, visit to the RAK

Disability Centre; visit to the Bolton University for a career development
program. All these visits broadened the horizon of our children and enhanced their
power of understanding.
 A number of workshops were attended by teachers to acquaint themselves on the
forthcoming events scheduled during the course of the year. To mention a few :
RAK Municipality Induction Program to get enrolled into the Green School
initiative; TIMSS training session at Ajman; Taqaddam training session to enhance
both life and soft skills of children; Moral Education training to explore in depth
about the UAE’s newly devised curriculum; training on Emotional Intelligence and
Critical Thinking; Course on Career Guidance; training on Anti- Bullying for
school Principals; ASSET training program for English, Science and Math
teachers; training session on Survey Analysis and Class Analysis; Gifted and
Talented training session; Course on Development on Early Education by Next
Education; training on Inspection at Ajman; workshop on SEN Education for
school counsellors; a conference on Tolerance at Ajman; TOEFL briefing session
at Bolton University for teachers; TROPHIE Career Counselling at AURAK
University; workshop on the upcoming ‘Energy and Water Conservation’
Innovative project. These workshops and symposiums have expanded the horizon
of Scholars team leaders and filliped them to roll up their sleeves to create a team
of high spirited children.

Scholars Accomplishments:
 Students feel boosted when they are reinforced with awards for their considerable
feat. At Scholars students are timely conferred with prizes in a ceremonious
manner, with parents forming an integral part of such propitious moment.
Felicitation program was carried out for students of X & XII graders respectively
for their extraordinary performance in academic and for bringing immense laurels
to the school. The Chairman’s award was also bestowed upon students with A+ in
all subjects.

 Loads of prizes were bagged by Scholars during the academic year owing to the
arduous contributions of our children in all arenas. The most coveted Hamdan
Award was accorded to Master Ninan Aju of Grade 9 Philip for his meritorious
service rendered in maintaining a pristine surrounding and for being a crusader of
Clean and Green Future; at the Aksharadeepam competition three students bagged
prizes for their masterful performance; Talent Hunt held at AURAK with first
position for Instrument ; second place for group song and second place for acting
and second place for group dance; two groups of Taqaddam program were chosen
for their enterprising work and were ranked 10th in the top list in the UAE; at the
Rak Green School Initiative ceremony, Scholars was rated with four stars for their

perpetual service and ventures undertaken under the Environment Club; 100% first
rate performance in both streams of Science and Commerce; KMCC drawing
competition with 5 prizes from different categories; drawing competition on
‘Gandhian’ organized by the Indian Consulate held at the UAE level, with Bindhu
securing the second place; Julphar and Chetana drawing competitions with prizes
conferred on 5 participants; ONV Kurup memory contest - ‘Akshara Deepam
‘held at the UAE level with Farah Salal and Fathima bagging the second and third
place respectively. In ‘Word Win’ 2019 contest, junior category bagged the second
place and senior with first and third place; ‘You Fest’ by Geepas Asianet received
14 first and second prizes.

 Scholars were also honoured for their stupendous performance in events held
outside school. Ms. Nazrana of Grade 12th was chosen for Proud To Be Indian
contest held at Dubai; Ms. Nandita of Grade 9th presented her novel self developed
poem at the Poetic Heart contest; total no of 66 students qualified for the ASSET
Talent Research Exam; 19 students .procured the High Performance Award from
ASSET; at the Kerala Samajam Program, Sandra Rajan was showered with the first
prize in Mappilappattu. Scholars marvellously secured prizes at You Fest

competitions, with our aspiring students competing with great passion. Solo
participants remarkably performed and were conferred with prizes for their
meritorious task.
 Antonio of Grade 10 was shortlisted for his innovative piece of work on abating
pollution by making vehicles emanate clean air. His proposal was taken to Dubai
where he was asked to give a detailed explanation of his project. The follow up of
his enterprising work will be declared during the 2020 EXPO.

 Scholars participated in the UAE cluster basket ball held at Dubai; participated in
Kho Kho; participated and emerged victorious in basketball at the RAK level
against GEMS; participated in the UAE National Marathon conducted by AURAK
securing the fourth position.
All in all Scholars has achieved victory in great strides and will keep going through
all trials and tribulations, and assist children in actualizing their lofty dreams.
Thank you one and all. The Scholars Family wishes you all a happy Christmas and
a Prosperous New Year 2020.
Prof.M.Abubaker
Principal

